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THE FOURTH COMMISSION of H.M.S.

Albion has been a short one, six months refitting and

working up and eight months east of Suez. We have all striven throughout for a single end,
that we should fulfil our task as the principal unit of Her Majesty's Forces in the East. I am
in no doubt that we have succeeded.
Happily, we have not had to fire a shot in anger. But we have been ready to do so. More
important, we have been seen to be ready, and through the friends we have made and the
people we have influenced we have done our part in the cause of order and stability in a
distracted world.
For ourselves, the Ship's Company and the Squadrons, we have had the satisfaction of
breaking many records. There has been hard work for all of us, much discomfort for most,
and real danger for many. But we are all the better for what we have learned about the
world, about our profession and about how each man depends on his neighbour in a
community, irrespective of rank.
It is the reward of all of us that, whatever the future may hold, we can look back on a
task well done. This book will help to remind us of it.
I thank you all and wish you good-bye, which is to say God be with you, and may you
have a happy reunion with your families.

Captain

Our Admirals
VICE-ADMIRAL V. C. BEGG,
C.B., D.S.O., D.S.C., Flag Officer
Second-in-Command Far East Station until July.
TOP:

REAR-ADMIRAL M. LEFANU,
C.B., D.S.C., Flag Officer Second-inCommand Far East Station from
July.
CENTRE:

REAR-ADMIRAL R. M. SMEETON,
M.B.E., A.D.C., Flag Officer Aircraft
Carriers.
BELOW:
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Tale of Woe
Just to show all the bachelors onboard how indispensable the
married man is to his wife and family, we are printing a letter
received onboard two days out of Pompey.

Tuesday, 9th Feb., 1960
My Darling,
Well, today has been one of those days to end all days. I must tell
you about it. First of all, I got up late feeling all the time that I shouldn't get
up at all. Downstairs the fire wouldn't go, the radio had broken-valve probably
- the clothes-horse fell to pieces when I picked it up, the red bowl I found to my
disgust had developed a crack in it, and of course water oozed all over when I
washed the kids. Everything just went slower and slower, and when Colin from
over the road came to say he'd mashed the tea, I went across for it leaving the
cleaner still in the electric light, but not on, of course. Meantime, Steven, who
had been out with your Mam and Dad, came back and must have pulled the
wire, and the metal piece which holds the light bulb broke. Your Dad came to
mend it with an old brass connection, but couldn't, so he had to leave it and
get one this afternoon. It's fixed now. I went to do the potatoes and found the
pressure cooker lid wouldn't work. I went to get Mam to hold it, but it wouldn't
budge, so I had to go to Colin's 'cos your Mam said that he would fix them; he
did, fortunately. Steven wanted his dinner at your Mam's, and I broke the
casserole lid. After dinner your Aunt Maud came down to say that Trevor is in
hospital with appendicitis, Peter in Germany had been bitten by a dog and had
to have stitches, and he'd been ill with the injections. Young Peter, over the
road, has the runs. So that today I reckon I have been tired, mentally and
physically, as much as I care to be. Oh, Steven says, "To tell Daddy that the
monkey on the card looks like him." Nice little son you have, haven't you ?
Well, I don't have anything else to tell you, nothing exciting happens
to us. I shall soon start to climb up the wall, I'm sure.
Your loving wife,
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The Commissioning Ceremony
TOP LEFT:

Commissioning Day

LOP RIGHT:

Miss Cox presents a bouquet to Countess Attlee
CENTRE:

Lady Attlee with the ship's company's guests
BOTTOM LEFT:

The Captain addresses the ship's company
BOTTOM RIGHT:

Earl Attlee makes friends with a young guest
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Athens at Home

PARTHENON

WHEN THESUS, KING OF ATHENS, was framing a new
constitution for his people and consulted an oracle
as to the future of the city, he received the following
answer (in Greek, I understand)

totalling no fewer than 127 rounds were fired without
mishap, although the man who says "If I wasn't a
gunner, I wouldn't be here" must have been a little
hoarse at the end of it all. At 1100 on the same day
the ship, and indeed the Royal Navy, was honoured
by a visit from King Paul of the Hellenes. To the
delight of the Gunnery OffIcer, a hastily recruited
Royal Guard after only two rehearsals performed
remarkably well. The King and his entourage came
up to the flight deck on the after lift, and, having
taken the Royal Salute, inspected the guard and the
ship's company at divisions. When that was over
the King and Crown Prince Constantine went below
to the wardroom ante-room and chatted informally
with many of the officers. The Prince told some of
us how he enjoyed sailing his Dragon class yacht in
Piraeus Bay; he was so modest that we never guessed
that he would be the gold medallist at the Olympic
Games for this class. This was a most memorable
beginning to a thoroughly enjoyable visit to
Greece.
Time was short; we only had three days to see
and do everything. The British Ambassador gave a
party on the Monday in reply to one given by the
ship on Saturday at which the Embassy girls were
in strong force; this served to consolidate many
lightning friendships. Everyone was able to get

"The inflated skin shall float."
And when Sylla overthrew and destroyed the city
of Pallas Athena, another Delphic message was
vouchsafed (also in Greek)
"The inflated skin may be dipped under
water, but cannot be sunk."
Greece, the birthplace of one of the world's greatest
civilisations; Athens, the home of the world's most
profound thinkers and the setting for outstanding
and lasting wonders of architectural beauty. What
the oracle of Delphi had to say was indeed true, for
Athens and the Greek nation have suffered at the
hand of many barbaric invaders and have survived
to tackle this modern age with courage. The still
beautiful ruins of' their past glory stand to remind
them that there is always hope.
We anchored in Piraeus Bay on Saturday, 26th
March, after weaving our way through units of the
United States Sixth Fleet, who obviously had the
same ideas as us about good places to visit. The
protocol of arrival gave the gunnery world their
busiest morning of the commission. Gun salutes
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ATHENS AT HOME - continued

ashore at least once, and for those who wished to go
farther than the door of the nearest taverna there
was much to see. Once you had overcome the vast
distance from the ship to the jetty, it was only a ten
minute ride in a fast electric train into the centre of
Athens. Without doubt the Acropolis was the focal
point for the serious sightseer. This is not surprising,
as many millions of people have come to admire and
praise the noble ruins. You do not have to be a
Greek scholar to have heard of the Parthenon, which
is the showpiece of the classical age and stands
supreme amongst the Acropolis buildings. This
temple was built in the Doric order to the golden
formula; there are twice as many pillars plus one on
the long side as there are on the short side; the baseo
f the temple is slightly concave to give the appearance of a straight line when viewed from a distance;
and the outer pillars are inclined slightly inwards to
give a truly vertical image. These and other classical
tricks were used to make this a symmetrically perfect
construction. Apart from that, there used to be a
fabulous frieze of sculptured reliefs in the triglyph
(over the front door!). Many of these sculptures
were shipped to England by Lord Elgin in 1801 and
can now be seen in the British Museum, London.
But the Acropolis is not the only place worthy of a
visit - Athens is littered with beautiful ruins and even
a complete building here and there. The Theatre of
Dionysus, the Portico of Attalos in the Agora at the

TAKING THE SALUTE

foot of the Acropolis, the Arch of Hadrian, the
Temple of the Olympian Zeus, and the modern
stadium built on the site of the original (330 B.C.)
will seat 50,000. Some people even went as far as
Corinth to broaden their search for culture with a
capital K.
Athens also has a variety of night life attractions:
the clubs (only two that I could recommend) are
gay and expensive, as one party of five officers found
out. The bill around the hundred mark - what,
drachma ? No, sterling! The tavernas are riotous,
and the wine is all right for those who like turpentine.
The girls change very little wherever you are. Large
meals are a favourite with many Greeks; twenty-two
courses for a very moderate price, if you don't count
the after-effects. Not recommended on medical
grounds, even if you have a cast-iron constitution
moulded on Pusser's hard tack.
This visit was a godsend after a hard workup in
the Mediterranean since the beginning of February
and convinced us that life was again worth living.
If lack of sleep is any measure of a good run ashore,
then your correspondent had an excellent time. When
the last man had been safely escorted from the jetty
and the last ridiculously expensive taxi had rolled in
from Athens, we weighed anchor and set sail for the
Suez Canal. This obstacle was negotiated with the
(mis)guidance of Nasser's henchmen; but that is
another story.

ATHENS WITH THE ACROPOLIS IN THE BACKGROUND
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Malta

RIGHT:

Road Transport.

CENTRE LEFT:

Straight Street.

CENTRE RIGHT:

" At Parlatorio. "

BOTTOM:

Grand Harbour.

BOTTOM RIGHT:

Kings Way.
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The Ultimate
Deterrent
AT TWO IN THE AFTERNOON during the season Hong
Kong is far too hot for comfort, and I was tempted
to try a "Tiger" or "San-Mig," but I realised the
outcome would result in more perspiration. Problem
was what to do to while away the sultry afternoon
until the cool of the evening. Idly flicking the pages
of my colourful guide brochure, I lighted upon VISIT
THE TIGER BALM GARDEN; a few moments later I
was whisked through Wan Chai in a fast black.
The Tiger Balm Garden is sited well up upon a
hill, and at the higher altitude a slight breeze was
quite refreshing.
Viewing the garden for the first time is quite an
experience. It was founded by a Chinese millionaire
philanthropist called Aw-Boon-Haw (Nobby for
short), admittance is free, the object of its founder
being to moralise in an Oriental way that Crime
Does Not Pay. Figures and features of Chinese and
Buddhist folklore are depicted in life-size statues.
One particular section of this unique and fascinating
place dealt with scenes from life, all extolling people
to do good and refrain from acts of evil, rebellion,
murder, robbery, fraud and the like; the moral being
that though violation of these rules may go unpunished during a lifetime, retribution would be sure to
follow in the after life.
To this end there were ten counts of hell; justice
being effected by the most gruesome executioners, it
was most impressive. The theme behind this reincarnation belief played along the lines of being
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THE ULTIMATE DETERRENT - continued
rewarded for one's piety on earth by returning as a
wealthy man, master, etc., but for the undetected
villain future life offered poor man, unhappy man,
beggar, beast, fish, reptile, or even worse. During
the sojourn in hell prior to returning to life, they
were submitted to various punishments peculiar to
the crime - i.e. a liar - cut out tongue, thief - cut off
hands, unfaithful - cut out heart. There were several
other niceties all displayed in living colour. In spite
of the heat a chill ran up my spine.
The Coca-Cola tasted delicious as I sat in the shade
of the great tree. Why go farther? I argued. Stay
until it's cooler. The combination of heat and shade
weaved their spell, and soon I was in the arms of
Morpheus.
And lo! I beheld all in glorious technicolour the
first Lord Judge of Purgatory. I stood there cap in
hand trembling miserably whilst all my crimes were
laid bare. It was the first time I had died, and
naturally I was overawed with the proceedings. The
correcting punishments were awarded, and I was
returned to life as an unhappy man.
At my second appearance the Second Lord judge
was more severe; my papers by this time were heavily
red pencilled. Led away to be fitted as a beast of
burden, an oversight by the duty Purgatory Stores
Assistant caused my species to be a mule. I was
stubborn, I was lazy.
Nine times I returned thus, and on each occasion
slid farther down the social scale. The tenth time
saw me in the role of a very vicious and unrepentant
snake. The tenth judge of Purgatory looked stern
and called for my records. "Stand up, you social
misfit in any form of life," he screamed. "I declare
this creature beyond redemption. REMANDED," he
screamed.
"Clear lower deck of all sinners off watch of reptile
status and below." At this pipe demons, vampires
and all manner of creatures began to gather. A loud
bell chimed, and a further pipe bade us to take heed
of a fuel danger, and from among the cloud of smoke
and fire appeared the Supreme Lord High Executioner of Haides himself, second only to Lucifer; he
was the most horrible, awe-inspiring sight I had
ever seen.
Flaming fires, I thought; what now. Despite my
numerous visits, I felt like a first offender.
Old Horny, as he is nicknamed, glared at the
congregation, and then fixed me with his beady eyes
and began to read.

"Whereby it has been represented to me by the
tenth judge of Purgatory that this social misfit (one
pace forward wriggle) has in the last five hundred
years committed and not atoned for the following
offences" (here all my previous crimes and misdemeanours were aired. I winced visibly) and having
heard the evidence of
Master-at-Arms BESTPATH
Official Number HEAVEN/7th 4JO
Regulating Petty OfficerPURLEY
Official Number PARADISE/343
And Leading Patrolman NEVER SWEAT
Official Number R/07
as well as hearing what the accused had to say in
his defence, and he calling no one on his behalf, I
consider the charges to be substantiated against him
and after taking into consideration the following facts
which are relevant.
Good Conduct Medal - Never.
Good Conduct Badges - Ha Ha.
Character since last annual assessment, excluding
this offence, rock bottom.
That the offence is the 3,422nd of the seventh
dynasty, I adjudge the said creature shall suffer such
punishment as hereinafter mentioned.
Given under my claw this century.
S.L.H.E."
The motley throng hissed and gasped as each
crime received its corresponding correction: but
what cared I, my halo had slipped too far to bother
me, my thoughts were on what I was to be repatriated
on earth as. Old Horny stopped; a fiendish grimace
creased his ugly apology of a face. I caught a faint
whisper of some remark about extreme punishment.
A deathly hush fell over the court. With baited
breath I waited for the terrible verdict. You could
have heard a harp drop. Then the intonation continued, "and will return to life as a human being."
Wild cheers broke out, premature congratulations
came my way. "And," said the voice, resuming,
"will"-and here all hell broke loose. Cries of
"Unfair, shame, resign." Only the whips and prongs
prevented a mutiny. The statement that caused the
havoc being "and will serve for one year and one
day in H.M.S. Albion as a ship's cook." (Both
serveries are now closed.)
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